MOVING ON
From left, Eduard
Xatruch, Oriol
Castro and Mateu
Casañas, the true
head chefs of elBulli
who have joined
forces to open
Compartir.

DOWN
TO
EARTH
Ferran Adria’s right hand men have resurfaced at a sunny
seaside eatery in Costa Brava, serving unassuming fare
with elBulli DNA. By Jaime Ee

WITH FLAIR
Fresh oysters are served in
hot suquet (seafood broth)
CONVIVIAL
Compartir is a relaxed
eatery in a charming
300-year-old villa with
typical stone walls, classic
decor and a terrace for
alfresco dining. Photos
courtesy of Compartir

oma’s Rene Redzepi opened a pop-up restaurant earlier
this year in London’s Claridge’s hotel, which made cynics
wonder how on earth he was going to replicate his signature
Nordic cuisine in the cosmopolitan English capital.
He didn’t.
Working with the best growers and farmers in the
country, he put together a quintessentially English menu, but “the Nordic-ness came
through in our way of assembling things together”. For the three weeks he and his
team were there, he said, “we became British”.
His point was that the essence of what he does in Noma can be reproduced
anywhere in the world, because “cooking is all about exploring and finding new or
forgotten flavours where you are”, and it isn’t limited to Scandinavia.
While it probably isn’t articulated in the same way in San Francisco, chefs in and
around the city have been speaking a similar language for years. But while blessed
with the enviable produce that spawned its California farm-to-table, ‘serve an
avocado that looks like an avocado’ mantra, a growing number of chefs now pursue
a different ideal. Provenance is crucial, but so is finding a voice that is both unique
to them, and to their region, ie northern California.
Be it through technique, interpretation, heritage or even resurrecting lost
species of fauna, chefs such as Daniel Patterson, Corey Lee and David Kinch are
writing their own chapters on California cuisine.
In his two Michelin-starred Manresa in Los Gatos, chef-owner David Kinch
serves a dish called Into the Vegetable Garden, where fresh picked leaves, flowers
and vegetables are assembled on top of warm cooked ones. It’s his tribute to
nature – terroir, if you like – his personal connection to the fertile land of northern
California, and his obsession with quality.
Stepping up to the plate is Cynthia Sandberg, former attorney-turned
biodynamic farmer who has grown vegetables to Kinch’s specifications for the past
six years. Her Love Apple Farm – named for the varieties of heirloom tomatoes
she’s famous for – sits between Santa Cruz and Los Gatos and supplies Manresa
exclusively.
“People say, ‘oh you grow your own vegetables – you must save a lot of money’,”
laughs Kinch. “They have no idea how difficult it is to do. It’s a lot easier to pick up
the phone.”
It’s all well and good to pick stuff from farmers’ markets, but “we wanted a
certain degree of separation, which would set us apart from others”.
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EMEMBER these three names: Eduard Xatruch. Oriol Castro.
Mateu Casañas.
elBulli may be used as a resume booster for everyone from former
stages to junior waiters, but Xatruch, Castro and Casañas are the true head
chefs of elBulli – Ferran Adria’s trusted right hand men over the years. While they can
easily pick from top jobs anywhere, the three best friends have teamed up to open their
own place in the popular seaside getaway of Cadaques.
Located two and a half hour’s drive from Barcelona in Costa Brava, Compartir –
Spanish for ‘to share’ – is a relaxed eatery in a charming 300-year-old villa with stone
walls, classic decor and a terrace for alfresco dining. The chill-out vibe is reflected in its
menu – unassuming traditional fare that’s not quite tapas in proportion, but family-style
plates to pass around.
“We did not want to open a fancy restaurant,” says Xatruch, the spokesman for the
three. “We have worked 15 years in fine dining, so we want a more relaxed format.”
Although the cuisine is traditional, there is no denying that the DNA is still elBulli.
“We use advanced techniques like foam, air and spherification, but there is plenty of
room for traditional methods as well.”
That means pre-meal snacks like wispy crackers dusted with shrimp or seaweed
powder or an unusual salad of tomatoes and strawberries covered with a shower of
grated Parmesan and a dressing made of almond milk, olive oil and balsamico. Because
of its proximity to the sea, the seafood is excellent , especially fresh oysters served in
hot suquet (seafood broth). The to -die for dish? An unforgettable lobster rice – whole
plump grains swimming in a potent seafood broth with huge chunks of juicy shellfish.
For dessert, superb chocolate bonbons of white chocolate and yoghurt encased in crisp
chocolate shells shoot delicious liquid into your mouth.
Besides Compartir, the trio “are also involved with the elBulli Foundation with
Ferran – we are currently finishing the book of elBulli 2006-2011, and conceptualising
the Bullipedia project.”
The Spanish crisis has bitten hard but
Compartir is doing encouragingly well, says
Xatruch. With its elBulli finesse and down-to-earth
cuisine, Compartir is destined to be a long-term
spot of sunshine on Costa Brava’s dining coast.
Compartir Cadaques, Carrer Unio 14, 17488
Cadaques, Girona. Tel: 972 25 84 82. www.
compartircadaques.com
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